1990 jeep cherokee alternator
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Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Crown Automotive is
renowned for manufacturing the highest quality OEM replacement parts for Jeeps from to the
present model year. Helpful Automotive Resources. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The battery,
on the other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the
battery provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get
it running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate
categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks
through electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a
magnetic field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power
source in order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car
with the electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights
Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons
why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. A
bad alternator can leave your Jeep Grand Cherokee without power and unable to move. The
battery stores enough voltage to be able to start the engine without the assistance of an
alternator. It is turned by a serpentine belt. Most of the time, when replacing an alternator, the
alternator itself is relatively affordable. Here are the most common symptoms of a bad alternator
in a Jeep Grand Cherokee:. The battery light is designed to tell you that there is not enough
voltage to properly charge the battery, or that the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage.
In rare occasions the service engine soon light may light up. Outside of the battery warning
light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. As the alternator can no
longer supply your Grand Cherokee with an adequate power supply, it will begin to feed off of
the reserve in the battery. Once this battery reserve hits a certain level, the vehicle will begin to
run erratically and will no longer start when the key is turned. Often, the battery light will come
on, the alternator gets replaced, and then a few days later the vehicle dies. Nearly any auto parts
store will test your battery for free to see if it holds a charge. As the ignition system is no longer
able to produce a full powered spark, the engine will begin to sputter and stall. If you find
yourself in a position where you suspect that your voltage is dropping, but you need to safely
get off the highway, turn off everything that you possibly can. That will allow all of the limited
voltage in the battery to go to the ignition system. Dimming headlights are one of the most
common signs of a bad alternator in the Jeep Grand Cherokee. As your Grand Cherokee begins
to eat through the voltage stored in the battery, the headlights will begin to fade. Many
accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Heated seats, the blower motor, power
windows, and even the radio will work erratically or not work at all when the alternator is bad.
Some alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose their ability to charge under heavy
loads. The ones that fail completely are easy to diagnose. The battery drains and you are stuck
with a vehicle that goes nowhere. The challenge is diagnosing an alternator that is just not quite
charging like it needs to be. You can easily diagnose it with almost any multimeter. They should
get brighter after the engine starts, since the voltage is increasing by almost 2 volts. Now with
the engine idling, rev it up a little bit. Did the headlights get brighter as you increase the RPM?
This is a very strong indication that the alternator has in fact gone bad. This test depends a lot
on you to notice very subtle differences in lighting. It should not be used in substitute for
checking the voltage as described directly above. Over the life of any vehicle, the alternator is
going to go bad. Good luck diagnosing the alternator in your Grand Cherokee. If there is
anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Here are the most common
symptoms of a bad alternator in a Jeep Grand Cherokee: A typical alternator Battery Light The
battery light is designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge the
battery, or that the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. Dead Battery Outside of the
battery warning light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. Dim
headlights Dimming headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the
Jeep Grand Cherokee. Electric Accessory Issues Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a
bit of voltage. Jeep Grand Cherokee Bad Alternator Diagnosis Some alternators go bad right
away, and some slowly lose their ability to charge under heavy loads. A multi-meter is the most
effective tool for diagnosing a bad alternator Get a multimeter. Set it to read voltage. With the
engine off, you should get a reading somewhere between If you got Now, assuming that the
alternator was producing over 14 volts, go ahead and turn on the headlights, air conditioner,
radio, and any other accessory you can think of, and run the same test all over again.

Conclusion Over the life of any vehicle, the alternator is going to go bad. Look for corroded or
damaged cables and replace as needed. Do the same for the grounding wires from the battery
and engine to the cherokee s framebody. If you install one of these Id appreciate it if you could
confirm the application and what work you needed. Im surprised that youre listed as having a A
unit sure its not A since I am pleased to provide vehicle build information for your jeep
cherokee. So good news all. I picked up this Quote jeep cherokee alternator AMP 4. Ran over to
a buddys to do the swap out Unfortunately it was not exactly un-bolt old bolt on new. We had to
cut up the external bracket and hone down some of the engine bracket area to make the new
alternator fit. The bracket locations. There is a later AD series but it hasnt been used in jeep s. It
was replaced for This link might work You will need a different alt. I found a couple brackets.
Damaged wiring or a dirty connector can inhibit the signal from making it to the computer.
Inspecttestcleanrepair wiring or connectors as necessary. Quote Originally Posted by nievesjl I
need some help on how to replace the alternator on my cherokee sport if anyone have any
pictures please share or any place I can find some instructions thank you. You want more amps
you get it from a Cadillac or a GM truck. Quote Originally Posted by Scopez I actually looked at
my alternator tonight and realized Denso manufactured it. Means it was replaced right That
means the alternator went out before 75k miles D. Im at k miles now. Denso is OEM for late
Chrysler and for jeep -up. Before that it was Delco - then Motorola going farther back. Ive posted
donor lists here before pillage around and you should be able to dig them up. Quote Originally
Posted by onebad jeep 93 Does anyone know for a fact if an alternator off of an 89 cherokee will
fit a 93 cherokee Its cold and snowy and dont want to take the time taking it off the 89 if it wont
work. If youre after an upgrade you can put in a A unit. Hay guys.. I have an jeep YJ.. I know
wrong thread.. I have a code for aluternator circuit.. My Yj seems to buck around rpms and iv
replaced a few sensor to try to figure out the problem.. IV replaced my TPsensor coolant temp
sensor map sensor and O2sensor.. Im wounding what the alternator circuit has whit my
bucking. The best you could do out of an XJ late model or so would be A. It would require that
you grind away some of the mounting area between the screws as the frame size of. Also
according to Hollander if you have a cherokee with a 4. But the Grand cherokee s came both
ways. C akota amp SAE rating min. Ive verified with. Quote Originally Posted by steiny93 mine
does the same thing I just December installed a new alternator on my xj I have no idea how it
acted before i had about 3 miles on it before it died Installed a new alternator and Ive noticed
that when i start the xj itll idle for about a minute then start charging once its charging it always
charges but after every restart itll take about a minute before. So its not going to be a drop in a
go simple swap. Easiest solution Check your phone book for a local shop that does rebuilds of
alternator s and starters. Youll be dealing directly with the person. Runs your engine
management a few accessories maybe your blower fan - flip the lights on and youre dipping into
battery Runs your engine management a few accessories maybe your blower fan - flip the lights
on. Ive found the alternator easier to get out by removing the battery and battery tray. Yes
unbolt wires from underneath. But there was no way mine was coming out from under and with
6 lift. It does it when you give it power and now my check engine light is on could the alternator
be does this. I did that and I started the jeep and tool the power cable off the jeep died so Im
thinking alternator and thanks for all your guys inputs. My original lasted 16 years or
thereabouts. Denso to Present 90 amp alternator Dodge Dakota 2. Guess what for a mere USD30
I was able to upgrade to a amp alternator with very very little effort You say this cant be true.
What do I need to do to make it work Or can I I know its a bolt in situation and that it will fit. But
Im assuming Id need to mess with some wiring to make it work. Have any of you guys done this
before I seem to explain this about once a week somewhere. Do the same for the grounding
wires from the starter to engine block and from the battery and engine to the jeep s framebody.
You must remove scrape and clean until shiny the cablewire ends and whatever they bolt to.
Test 1 is for newer The and will have the CPS in the same location on the bell housing but the
wire connector is near the Transfer Case not as shown in the diagram below. Simply follow the
wire from the sensor to the connector. That would mean that your alternator is the primary
suspect. So pull the codes and verify charging system output and go from there. Post your
results. Changes were few for jeep s most popular model for Safety was improved through the
fitment of three-point seatbelts for all outboard occupants. And a new overhead console on the
Limited featured a compass outside thermometer and storage compartments for a garage door
control and sunglasses. Power for both the four- and the six-cylinder engines was boosted for
Automotive advices jeep cherokee alternator. I have power going to the coil and going out just
not spark. The jeep s been running like its missing on one cylinder just once every couple of
minutes. Like a split second stall. Last time I had these symptoms I replaced the fuel pump
sending unit and in line fuel filter. Yesterday I didnt check anything on the fuel side of the jeep. I
know I can check for pressure at the rail I just figured Id check. I snapped a build sheet and

posted it somewheres around here. It died during one of my 3 hour tours back home a few years
back. Coleman towed my miles at no cost to me other than tipping the driver. Ive noticed the
awesome sign of temporary dimmed headlights when I use a few items definately something it
did not do originally. Im not satisfied with. Dont have a need for a high output. I have a pretty
powerfull stereo and fog lights and CB so my amp draw for my stock alternator 60 90 amp not
sure what it is wasnt cutting it anyways now i just have an excuse to get a more powerfull one.
My question is i know dif alternator s can be swapped in which have more amps then the stock
cherokee one. When i go to the auto parts store what do i need to tell them from what vehicle
any help is apreciated. Its ran fine until about a month ago. Any ideas anyone The engine cranks
fine when its hot but its almost like it doesnt get fuel until it cools down. I think the firebird gm
is a direct bolt in any help thanks in advance sorry if already talked till death. I jumped it and
went and tested out my locker I had to use the winch because it had just rained here and I was
climbing a hill It is about 6 months old but I dont drive the XJ much so it might only have a
thousand kilometres on it. I was on the open road doing about 60mph kmph on cruise and was
heading up a hill. The XJ down-shifted to second and the dash lights dimmed. I noticed I had no
charge and the check engine light was on the dash. I checked. Okay I have searched but have
yet to find an answer that doesnt leave me confused. Since my 93 cherokee s alternator crapped
the sheets I have been looking at options. Do I read the threads Ive searched correctly to
indicate that it is almost a direct swap up to the amp alternator from the 5. So as of lately the alt
takes 2 minutes to get charging. Is the alternator on its way out Once it kicks on it charges fine
for how ever long i drive it. JEEP CHEROKEE getting a junkyard alternator ok so my alternator
is almost dead and i want to go to the junkyard to get a newer one but i want to know if there are
any out there that are better and will bolt in without any moding or any changing of the wires i
heard that later model cherokee s where better and there was no moding needed to be done to
the wiring or brackets its this true thanks alot mike. I shut the lights off and let the battery
charge back up some before. I need to replace the alternator and thermostat in my 92 cherokee
Laredo. Can anyone point me to any threads or links that will give me instructions and helpful
tips on how to do these replacements I will probably be getting the alternator from Advanced
Auto or AutoZone. Are there any particular brands or models that are reccomended Which ones
should I avoid I will probably also change my upper and. It makes the whole jeep stuter. It is a
V6 with an automatic transmission and the 4x4 option. Thank you in advance. What im trying to
do is disable the factory alarm. I bought a brand new battery and it keeps going dead. If anyone
has any ideas as to why this is happening. Please let me know. I remember reading here that the
Nippon Denso alternator s was a good one. Before I get it I wanted to check here to make sure
there are. Is there a suitable upgrade for the 2. I have replaced the water pump and the serp belt.
And I am still getting this horrible noise. Sounds like I am killing a pig. But it is kinda random.
So it kinda comes and goes. Thanks for any info. So my alternator is pretty much ready to die. I
want to upgrade to the amp one out of a 98 Grand cherokee. I currently have the original
alternator from Have any of you guys done this before. JEEP WRANGLER Alternator Rebuild
Has anyone ever had their alternator rebuilt as opposed to just buying a reman or brand new
one I think the bearings are starting to go on mine and i have always just bought a reman but i
know there are people out there that just rebuild them. Looking for everyones. I know i can get a
reman for about dollars so i didnt know if it would be worth it or not. I have a jeep TJ with a 4. I
am looking for an alternator upgrade for it. The alternator sits up high on the passenger side
and has the top bracket offdet almost to the muddle of the alternator. The alternator from a 99
Grand cherokee will not bolt on as the bracket positions are not right. Anyone made this change
If so what alternator did you use. It also has a rough idle moderate to severe depending on the
temp of the engine - more on that later. NO flashing lights trouble codes or intermittent
doorwindow issues. Ive searched here and elsewhere and have found comparable lists but for
different engine sizesyears. During one of the first chilly rain storms of Autumn the jeep s
battery gauge dropped to red line while running the following components headlights wipers
stereo with aftermarket sound bar. But after driving it it will crank but not start unless I give it
gas. Are depending on how far I drove it may have to sit about min before it will start. And the
Temp guage would not work and when it would start the volt meter would drop and take a dew
seconds to read right. I checked all my grounds like I was told on here and it would. Replaced
ground wires from battery to engine and body.. Probably overkill No other changes. Works
perfect for almost 3 months. I recently had a problem with the alternator bracket the only
bracketcomponent that did not directly bolt up to my any way I would really like to see a pic of
the setup in its natural home. Most specifically the alternator bracket. In particular there is a
threaded hole on the bracket to the right if you are standing. Has happened maybe times each
day randomly. Happens sometimes after a cold start or after driving for 45 min. All power stays
on almost like fuel is just cut off. Have been able to coast to a stop put back in park and restart

each time. A couple of times it did not restart right away took. Im new into the whole jeep
cherokee thing. I got one by accident a few years ago and little by little Ive gotten hooked into
the whole 4X4 fever and I would love to get some help from the seasoned people in the forum. I
am in Technology so from Engineering a network maintenance monitoring to Information
Security to Website Hosting and Design is my forte I took it out last Saturday off-roading tough
conditions and after as a was leaving I started noticing it had a CEL and started dropping volts.
It would die when idle but sometimes may sit idle for a few minutes before dying. No issues
when driving but only when stopped. The volts started decreasing and by the time I got home
was nearing Later that night. It was running It ran fine otherwise. I replaced the alternator with a
rebuilt. The vehicle again ran fine however the voltage gauge indash said the voltage was low
Stocker Class vote here Entry 1 madrabbitt cherokee Sport 4 door. Stock D30 front axle with vac
disconnect. Stock D35 rear axle. Mods Amp alternator sourced from a wrecked police package
XJ. Electric fan override. Hella FF50 driving lights under. I am a total newb to the jeep
community I am looking into buying an XJ cherokee. Give me some advice What year s were the
most problematic 4. What is badgood common problemswith that motor Please help point me in
the right direction Peace. I did post something with these symptoms in my earlier thread in
entitled finally got my new XJ but I figured maybe Id get more responses with the title
associated with the content. Basically bought a 98 XJ automatic with k on her last week for less
than asking price. When I start the jeep the crank seams labored and longer as if it there are just
not enough Cold Cranking Amps. I am really wondering about my situation here is it possibly
my alternator failing The battery is only about 3 years old so I doubt thats the issue. Also is it
possible to make the trip in this condition I know that. Similar phrases jeep cherokee alternator:
jeep cherokee alternator jeep cherokee alternator jeep grand cherokee alternator jeep liberty
cherokee alternator jeep cherokee alternator quit. Latest searched advices and car parts ducato
fuel pump bypass ducato loose wire ducato service book ducato speedo cluster ducato ticking
noise ducato wiring diagram ducato wiring diagram durango engine swap durango hemi jeep
swap e service. Ask an expert. October 21st, , Think my alternator is going bad. Not sure. Any
thoughts? When running, the battery gauge shows that is barely above volts. When I put on my
turn signal, as it clicks, the gauge jumps down just a bit. Is this an indication that it is going
out? Matthew Currie. Never take the built in voltmeter at face value. You should get a reading
with a reasonably accurate voltmeter at the battery itself. You can then determine for sure if the
battery is holding a charge, and if the alternator is putting out the correct voltage. Certain
accessories will load the circuit that feeds your in-dash voltmeter, so for example, most XJ's of
that era will show serious voltage drop when you turn your heater fan up, but if you turn the
headlights on a much greater load it won't seem to make a difference. Check the voltage at the
battery with the engine running right after starting it, it should be about 14 volts, and later it
should read at least 13 to If it reads What year is it? Find all posts by October 24th, , My 89 does
the same thing, but the voltage is good at the battery so I don't worry about it. October 25th, ,
October 26th, , Thread Tools. Northwest Mass. All times are GMT The time now is User Name.
Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Member FAQ. Sponsor Info. Find all posts by socronaut.
Find all posts by Matthew Currie. Find all posts by Ecomike. Find all posts by lawsoncl. Join
Date: Apr Location: aston,pa Posts: 3, Find all posts by 89xj. Join Date: Jun Location: co
springs Posts: Find all posts by codyj Posting Rules. Similar Threads. October 4th, June 30th,
November 28th, July 27th, For Sale: Private Party Only. May 15th, Gets your Alternator Charging
when you're in a bind. Note:This is an special needs product and is not a factory replacement of
the alternator voltage regulator inside the vehicles computer. We responded the need to retain
the voltage regulator plug after stories of the plug coming out. These regulators are cooled by a
highly-efficient extruded aluminum heatsink. Keeping your regulator running cooler, improving
performance and longevity. This is our Most Durable Voltage Regulator. These regulators are
pre-set to Our Fixed Voltage Regulators operate at a steady Has the same heavy-duty amperage
rating as the Adjustable Regulators. Economy Kit. As well as some models of Volkswagen, call
for details. Full Kit Bundle. Do-It-Yourself Kit. Free phone help with purchase. Our unique
exclusive design helps preven theat related failure. Has adjuster on back side not shown. Here
you can find our relay products and replacement components for your External Regulator
Conversion Kits. Then red power and load wires pictured are 12ga. Repair Connector for Denso
and Mitsubishi units. If you have this type plug you will also require a Modified Driver along with
oe of the external regulator kits above. Call to see which Driver you need for your alternator. If
you have this style plug you do not require a modified Driver along with one of the external
regulator kits above. Also, can be used as a wiring harness and external alternator regulator
replacement kit for any and earlier Chrysler Round and Square back alternator with External
Regulator and Dual insulated brushes. Often, especially after installing a high output alternator
with external voltage regulator, the alternator voltage control module in the ECU will fail ,

leaving you with a dead charging system where your external regulator alternator doesn't work ,
or doesn't work the way it should , yet your engine runs fine. Before our external voltage
regulator conversion kit the entire ECU would need replacement. Many have had to replace the
computer several times. ECU repairs in a bind? Great Emergency kit to keep on hand, just in
case you computer stops your alternator from charging. We now provide all you need to get
your Chrysler family vehicle's charging system working or get a Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep
overcharging condition back in control plus you can prevent ECU failure from installing a high
output alternator. ECU repairs and vehicle down time.. For Chrysler and Dodge vehicles after
and Jeep vehicles after Also, this product can be used as a wiring harness and external voltage
regulator replacement kit for any and earlier Chrysler Family vehicle alternator with dual
insulated brushes. Check out the infographic below to see if you need a modified driver to get
our kit working with your Denso type alternator. All rights reserved. Trade marks and trade
names used for reference purpose only. Alternators By. Search Pages: Find. Search Pages:
Search. Toggle navigation Main Menu. Finned Voltage Regulator Kits and Parts These
regulators are cooled by a highly-efficient extruded aluminum heatsink. When you're in a bind,
our unique innovation gets your vehicle going! Great emergency kit, get it before you have a
breakdown and you can't get a new computer right away. Dodge Cummons Diesel not charging
or overcharging? Site Map Privacy Policy. Adjustable Voltage Regulator Kits These regulators
are pre-set to W Wiring Harness for Cube Relay with red 12ga power and load wires for low
voltage drop. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All
available coupons will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year
Mean Green. PA Performance. Mean Green Alternator. Fits: Grand Cherokee 4. Fits: Liberty 3.
Fits: Cherokee Ltd. Xj All Engines, Comanche Ltd. Xj All Engines, Jeep Wrangler 2. Fits:
Commander 5. Previous 1 Next. Not able to find what you are looking for? For Jeep Cherokee 4.
Jeep Cherokee XJ 4. Jeep Alternator 4. Most people think that vehicles just run on gas. But the
fact is without electricity your ride isn't going anywhere. Electricity delivers the spark to the
engine and power to the starter to keep your vehicle driving down the road. When the alternator
begins to fail, it can cause the battery to drain and will eventually leave you stranded by the side
of the road. In addition to the starter and ignition system, your alternator also has to supply
electricity to all of the electronic accessories in your vehicle including lights, heater fans, stereo
systems, and GPS navigation. If you have added accessories that draw a lot of power, like a
high-output stereo, then your stock charging system might not be able to keep up. These
high-output units are designed to take on the additional strain of added electrical draw, and will
keep you running reliably down the road. Q: What is an alternator? Why buy one? A: The job of
the alternator is to keep your battery charged up and supply electricity to your vehicle when the
engine is running. High-output alternators replace your original unit with an alternator that can
produce more power with every rotation of the engine. These performance units are ideal for
vehicles equipped with large-draw electrical accessories such as aftermarket lights or powerful
stereo systems. A worn out alternator can cause premature battery failure, poor stereo
performance or even dim headlights. One of the best upgrades you can make to your ride is to
step up to a more potent new alternator. No longer will you have to worry about electrical
problems, with a brand new unit you can blast your stereo, blaze your lights and still have
confidence that your vehicle will start in the morning. Filter Your Results. Alternators Mean
Green 7. PA Performance 5. Choose Your Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns
Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's
Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price
Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Jeep Cherokee Alternator. Select your
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hop Jeep Cherokee Alternator. Showing 1 - 15 of 56 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part
Number: MPA Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 4
Showing 1 - 15 of 56 results. Jeep Cherokee Alternator Customer Reviews. Jul 03, Purchased on
Mar 08, Helpful Automotive Resources. When the engine is running, the drive belt turns a pulley
on the alternator. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery First, we need to know the difference between
the alternator and the battery. The alternator is an engine-driven device that converts
mechanical energy into electrical energy. The alternator is an engine-driven device that
converts. Alternator Voltage Regulation Explained with Wiring Diagrams Before jumping into

the different types of regulators, it helps to have a basic understanding of how the charging
system works. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

